(1923)
MEAN BLUES

verso:
MEMORY’S GARDEN

Note: These are two separate arrangements. Any advertising pertaining to a set will appear after the final composition.
MEAN BLUES

Piano
Flute
Oboe
1st Clarinet in B-Flat
Solo or 1st E-Flat Alto Saxophone
B-Flat Tenor Saxophone
Trumpets in B-Flat
Trombone
1st Violin
2nd Violin
Cello
Bass
Drums
And 'Tis ten Bud-dy
My dogs get nervous
I'll spread my putty
When jazz they serve
To an-y mu sic that
The way I love it's a
plays.
pain.

CHO.

_p-f_ Mean
Mean
blues
blues

that's what I crave
give 'em to me
Feet won't be have
I want to see

when once they start
my doggies step

Ain't got the heart
Get lot of pep
to go a way
and want to stay
long as they play that sweet mu sic

"Caused I love 'em Mean Blues.

Fine

D.S. at Fine

Mean Blues 2-2
MEAN BLUES

FOX TROT

By the writer of "Hesitation Blues"

Arr. by Harry A. Powell

Flute

SLOW
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MEAN BLUES

FOX TROT

By the writer of "Hesitation Blues"

Arr. by Harry A. Powell

Oboe

Slow

P-f

Fine

BLUES

D.S. at Fine
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MEAN BLUES

FOX TROT

By the writer of "Hesitation Blues"

Air, by Harry A. Powell

1st Clarinet in B♭

Slow

BILLY SMYTHE and ART GILLMAN

88 CHO.

with Mean Blues that's what I crave feet won't be have

When once they start aint got the heart to go a way Long as they play that sweet

BLUES Cause I love the Mean Blues.

Fine
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MEAN BLUES

FOX TROT

2nd Eb Alto Saxophone
Same as B♭ Tenor

Slow

By the writer of "Hesitation Blues"

Arr. by Harry A. Powell
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MEAN BLUES

B♭ Tenor Saxophone

FOX TROT

By the writer of Hesitation Blues

Arr. by Harry A. Powell

BILLY SMYTHE and ART GILLHAM

Slow

© CHO, 1st time

2nd time

BLUES

D.S. at Fine
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MEAN BLUES

FOX TROT

Trumpets in B♭

By the writer of
"Hesitation Blues"

Arr. by Harry A. Powell

BLUES

Saxophones

SCH."
MEAN BLUES

FOX TROT

By the writer of "Hesitation Blues" Arr.by Harry A. Powell

Trombone

slow

f gliss gliss gliss

CHO. gliss gliss gliss

Mean Blues that's what I crave feet won't behave

When once they start ain't got the heart to go away

long as they play that sweet music 'Cause I love the Mean Blues Fine

BLUES

Horn-3rd B♭ Sax.

D.S.al Fine
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MEAN BLUES
FOX TROT

1st Violin

By the writer of "Hesitation Blues"
Arr. by Harry A. Powell
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Mr. Leader: If you require more violin parts of "Mean Blues," advise us—they will be sent free. The Publisher.
MEAN BLUES

Cello

By the writer of "Hesitation Blues"

Arr. by Harry A. Powell

I don't care for nobody

I don't care for nobody 'Cause nobody seems to care for me

I don't grieve for nobody I don't grieve for nobody

I don't let nobody grieve for me

I just live in cabarets Step out nights and sleep in days

And listen Buddy till spread my putty to any music that plays.

Mean Blues that I crave feets won't behave When once they start, aint got the heart
to go away Long as they play that sweet music 'Cause I love the Mean Blues.

D.S. at Fine
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MEAN BLUES

Bass

FOX TROT

By the writer of "Hesitation Blues"

Arr. by Harry A. Powell

SCHERZO

P sadly Mean Blues that's what I crave foot won't behave when once they start, ain't got the heart
to go a way long as they play that sweet music 'Cause I love the Mean Blues. Fine
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MEAN BLUES

FOX TROT

By the writer of "Hesitation Blues"

Arr. by Harry A. Powell

BILLY SMYTHE and ART GILLHAM

Drums

Slow

CHO.

p-f

BLUES. Muffled Drs.

mf

Cym.

Crash
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MEMORY’S GARDEN

Piano
Flute
1\textsuperscript{st} Clarinet in B-flat
1\textsuperscript{st} and 2\textsuperscript{nd} Saxophones – C Melody
1\textsuperscript{st} Saxophone (E-Flat Alto)
2\textsuperscript{nd} E-Flat Alto Saxophone
2\textsuperscript{nd} Saxophone (B-Flat Tenor)
3\textsuperscript{rd} Saxophone (B-Flat Tenor)
1\textsuperscript{st} Trumpet in B-Flat
Trombone
1\textsuperscript{st} Violin
2\textsuperscript{nd} Violin
Cello
Bass
Tenor Banjo
Drums
MEMORY'S GARDEN

FLUTE

FOX TROT

LUCIEN DENNI

Arr. by Carleton L. Colby

J.W. Jenkins Sons Music Co., Kansas City, Mo.